
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Book Club members choose a new      
novel to read for the month of       
February 
On February, 2, 2017, the Library of Alrowwad Cultural and Arts 
society held a meeting for members of the book club to read and 
discuss Ghassan Kanaan’s novel  “The body “. 

The idea of the book club is to choose a different book each 
month and share information, views, and objective criticisms of 
the book and author. Mira Abu Srour, the librarian of Alrowwad, 
said: 

The selected books differ and vary in the genre and the issues that 
are tackled, including literary books (in politics, history, and 
general topics … etc) and non-literary books. Members of the club 
go through several steps in a process ending with the publishing of 
a monthly report on the book. The process begins with nominating 
a book, either in English or in Arabic. From these suggestions the 
best book is selected, read, and information is collected for the 
monthly report.  

 



 

 
Alrowwad launches English course for 
kids 
 
February, 7th, 2017 – Alrowwad Cultural and Arts society launched 
a course to teach English to children and primary school students 
in Aida refugee camp. 

Alrowwad has launched a variety of educational courses for school 
students in order to develop their educational levels and abilities in 
several subjects including Arabic, mathematics and English. 

 
 



 
Activity for the children of Alrowwad in 
the College of Education at Bethlehem 
University. 
 
February, 10, 2017- Children of Alrowwad Cultural and Arts         

society participated in a recreational activity organized by the        
Faculty of Education at Bethlehem University. The activity, which         
included performing a play and conducting games, competitions        
and face painting, is one of the weekly programs organized by the            
students of the Faculty of Education. 
 
 



 
Alrowwad Cultural and Arts society 
organizes a dinner for its partners in 
the Bethlehem governorate. 
Alrowwad Cultural and Arts society organized on February, 10,         
2017, a dinner at Jacir’s Palace in Bethlehem where a number of            
legal figures, partner institutions in Bethlehem, and general and         
administrative board members of al-Rowwad participated in       
celebrating winning the international impact award for 2016        
among 23 other institutions around the world. 

In his opening speech, the head of the administrative board Azhar           
Abu Srour welcomed the attendees and expressed the importance         
of the close relationship between Alrowwad and its partner         
institutions in the governorate, which helped to accomplish many         
things at the local and international levels. 

The Director of Alrowwad and its founder, Dr. Abdul Fattah Abu           
Srour thanked the attendees for accepting the invitation and for          
supporting Alrowwad in its success, stressing that this award is an           
achievement for the Palestinian people overall and particularly the         
people of Aida refugee camp. Abu Srour expressed that winning          
the prize was not an easy task because they had to undergo many             
procedures and stages of assessment. 



He noted that Hundreds of institutions competed; among them six          
Palestinian children’s institutions and 23 from other countries        
around the world. He added that Alrowwad is working on          
programs that contribute to empower children, youth, and women         
to be positive change-makers in their homeland. He said that the           
activities especially target Palestinians in Aida refugee camp, who         
are some of most exposed to daily violence conducted by Israeli           
occupation in all of the West Bank. He expressed the atmosphere           
of fear under which children are forced to live, whether it is the             
threat of being shot at or suffering from tear gas inhalation.  Amid            
the constant Israeli violations and the fear of being detained or           
deported, Alrowwad Cultural and Arts society aims to give hope          
and create a healthy and safe atmosphere for Palestinian children. 

*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-* 
 
 
 

 

 



Play bus begins its tour in Bethlehem 
schools for the year 2017 
On Sunday December, 2, 2017, the Play bus of Alrowwad Cultural           
and Arts society carried out recreational activities for students at          
Shawawrah Girls High School in Bethlehem. 

During the activities, more than 150 students participated in         
educational games in an activity full of vitality and interaction          
between the students, teachers, and the bus crew. 

Alrowwad Cultural and Arts society will continue to conduct many          
cultural and artistic activities in a number of schools in Bethlehem. 

 
 

 

 

Media Crew at Alrowwad gains 
membership in the International 



Federation of Journalists. 
February, 16, 2017- The Media crew of Alrowwad Cultural and Arts           
society participated in a meeting held by the Palestinian Journalists          
Syndicate for the representatives of all media and press         
institutions. The meeting was held in the presence of Nasser Abu           
Bakr, captain of journalists, and Munir Za’rur representative of the          
International Federation of Journalists, and the Alrowwad media        
crew received the International Federation membership for       
Palestinian journalists. The Membership is the first step towards         
developing media training programs and empowering relationships       
with local and international media organizations. 

The membership and the press card of the International         
Federation is the only card recognized by the national associations          
of journalists in 120 countries around the world. 

 

 

Alrowwad Theatre group is preparing     
to perform in public schools. 
February, 17, 2017- Alrowwad theatre group conducted trainings        
to prepare a number of theatrical plays for performance in public           
schools. The plays addresse many issues of interest to students          



such as dropping out of school, violence in schools, and the           
environmental protection. 
 

Since early February Alrowwad has begun a tour of artistic and           
cultural presentations in public schools in Bethlehem in        
cooperation with the Directorate of Education and the Department         
of Guidance in the governorate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A delegation of Friends of Alrowwad 
meets the mothers in Aida refugee 
camp 
Alrowwad Cultural and Arts society hosted on Friday, February         
18th , 2017, a delegation from Global celebration during their visit         
to  Aida refugee camp. The delegation carried out a range of           
entertaining activities for children such as drawing, face painting,         



singing, and the distribution of toys and gifts to children.  The           
activities also included dabka performances and, at the end of the           
visit, the delegation members distributed food parcels to a number          
of mothers and families. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

#Play Bus carries out an activity for 
students of Riad Alaqsa Elementary 
School 
In February, 19, 2017 Alrowwad Cultural and Arts society Play Bus           
carried out recreational activity for the students in Riad Alaqsa          
Elementary School in Bethlehem as part of the educational         
activities that Alrowwad implements in collaboration with the        
Directorate of Education in the province. The activity included         



educational games and face painting. 
 
 
 
 

 

Alrowwad hosts performance of the     
play “Mraweh” (Going home to     
Palestine)  
In February, 23, 2017 – Alrowwad Cultural and Arts society          
hosted  the new play of the Freedom theatre  “Going home to           
Palestine”, performed for the first time in Bethlehem. 
The play reflected the suffering of the Palestinian people and the           
difficulty of communication amid the sieges and roadblocks in         
Palestinian territories. The play also reflected the Palestinian        
connection to the land despite their exile; they continue to defend           
their land and look forward to returning to it. 
Alrowwad  hosted several shows and art festivals from many         
Palestinian institutions within the framework of the consolidation of         
social partnership to promote art and culture in Palestine. 



 
 

 
The Art Unit continues training for 
children in playing different musical 
instruments. 
 
The Art Unit in Alrowwad society conducted on Friday, the 3rd of            
March, 2017, a gathering for children as part of weekly organized           
events dedicated to training children, including members of the         
al-Rowwad musical band, in playing different musical instruments        
such as guitar, piano, oud, and electronic keyboard. 
 
 
 
 



 

Performing a theatrical play titled ‘The 
School’s Chair’ 
Alrowwad theater crew performed on March, 5, 2017, a play titled 
‘The School’s Chair’ in al-Nawras center in al-Dawha city southwest 
of Bethlehem in front of more than 250 students from Al Khulafa’ 
Al Rashidin School for girls. 
The performance of the play is part of a tour which the Alrowwad 
theatrical crew, in collaboration with the Ministry of Education’s 
department in Bethlehem, conducts in different government and 
private schools in the Bethlehem governorate.   
The performances presented in the tour aim to spread awareness 
concerning issues students face inside and outside of school, 
attempting to present solutions to these issues. 
 

 
 



 

A delegation from a labor union in 
France visits Aida refugee camp 
A delegation representing the labor union in France was escorted          
by the secretary of the Palestinian labor union Muhmoud Abu          
Odeh and UN officer in Aida and Beit Jibreen refugee camps           
Ibrahim Abu Srour in its visit to Alrowwad society in Aida refugee            
camp on Sunday, March,5, 2017. 
This visit is part of an organized tour to Institutions in Palestine to             
witness the reality and suffering of the Palestinian people and          
especially Palestinian workers amid Israeli occupation. The goal is         
to reach a collaboration between Palestinian and French unions         
and strengthen bilateral relations. 
General Director of Alrowwad society Abed al-Fatah Abu Srour         
welcomed the delegation and introduced them to Alrowwad’s        
goals. He also gave them a tour of Alrowwad’s different units,           
stressing the necessity of the visit to strengthen relations. 
 
 



 

Education unit conducts a workshop 
for children 
The education unit in Alrowwad society carried out a workshop on           
March, 3, 2017 that included story-telling and handcraft activities. 
The children were told and taught stories about mutual respect          
and were also given the opportunity to make simple handcrafts          
and draw expressive paintings. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Alrowwad society celebrate 
international women’s day 

Alrowwad society, in collaboration with the international committee        
of Red Cross, organized on March, 9, 2017 a celebration in Aida            
refugee camp to commemorate international women’s day. The        
event witnessed wide participation by representatives of the Red         
Cross and Red Crescent, the UN officer of Aida camp Ibrahim Abu            
Srour,  and a group of women from the camp. 
Alrowwad general director Abed al-Fatah Abu Srour directed a         
message of appreciation to Palestinian women for their valuable         
role in society and for their determination in facing all obstacles           
imposed against Palestinian people amid occupation. 
The head of the media department of the Red Crescent Bilal           
al-Sharif elaborated on the role of the mission in maintaining          
rights, helping individuals against Israeli violations, and assisting        
Palestinian women in achieving success and spreading awareness        
of their rights in order to protect them from being subject to            
violence. Stories of Palestinian women succeeding amid the tough         
economic and political situation in Palestine amid occupation, were         
displayed in the event as well. 
The Red Crescent representative provided a detailed explanation        
on how to deal with tear gas inhalation, which residents of the            



camp face almost on daily bases as Israeli forces raid the camp. 
At the end of the celebration, the international committee of the           
Red Cross presented gifts to women as appreciation for their          
important role in society and especially in the camp. 
The Dabka crew of Alrowwad society performed a Dabka show          
during the celebration. 
 
 

*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

International committee of Red Cross 
distributes presents to children 
The international committee of the Red Cross distributed toys on March, 9,            
2017 for children in Aida refugee camp to put smiles on their faces. 

The committee distributed presents to more than 50 children from Aida.           
Alrowwad general director Abed al-Fatah Abu Srour and UN officer in the            
camp Ibrahim Abu Srour, along with Red Cross representatives, were present. 

Abed al-Fatah Abu Srour thanked the international committee for their many           
contributions, especially in the issues of Palestinian prisoners, the injured, and           
all other humanitarian cases. 

Alrowwad theatrical crew performed a play called ‘The School’s Chair’ in           
Zatara elementary school for girls on March, 12, 2017. Zatara elementary           
school for girls is in the Zatara village southeast of Bethlehem. This            
performance is part of a theatrical tour conducted in government and private            
schools in the Bethlehem governorate in collaboration with the Ministry of           
Education department in Bethlehem, aiming to raise students’ awareness         
concerning issues faced inside and outside the school. 

 



 

Palestinian evening gathering for 
Alrowwad friends in France. 
March 16, 2017- Alrowwad organized an evening gathering for a          
group of Palestinians and French in the presence of an Alrowwad           
crew who was doing a training tour in Dijon city. 
Friends of Alrowwad society in Dijon Mary started the evening          
gathering by introducing the society to participants, while        
Genevieve Berry provided information about the toy-making       
project and the aim behind visiting Dijon. 
The crew of Alrowwad Society, consisting of Ahmad Ajarma and          
Issa Abi Srour, presented on life in the refugee camp and on the             
suffering the camp’s residents face due to Israeli occupation and          
the apartheid wall. They also presented an explanation of the          
society’s aims, the idea of beautiful resistance, and on projects          
that Alrowwad is working on- including the vocational center. 
Short documentaries produced by Alrowwad Society about life in         
the camp were displayed and then a discussion session was held           
with participants. 
Moroccan activist Nafisa Miko and deputy in French parliament         
Khira Bu Zaiyan spoke to participants about their last visit to           
Palestine. 



The gathering also included a miniature photo gallery consisting of          
photos taken by a group of students in Aida refugee camp in            
addition to a Dabkah performance. 
 

*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-* 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Alrowwad hosts activities for ‘apartheid 
week’ 
The international network for Palestinian refugees launched on        
March, 17, 2017 marked the start of ‘apartheid week’ in Alrowwad           
headquarters in Aida refugee camp with the presence of the          
network members, associations, and foreign volunteers. 
The activities were launched during a discussion session through         
Skype that connected Palestinians from different refugee camps in         
the West Bank, Jerusalem, Gaza Strip, Palestinian occupied        
territories and Lebanon’s Palestinian refugee camps 
The general director of Alrowwad Abed al-Fatah Abu Srour started          
the session by welcoming participants in the different locations         
and spoke of the international network’s activities after 100 years          
of the Balfour Declaration. 
Badil center presented a summary of the apartheid policy and of           
procedures conducted by occupiers to wipe the Palestinian identity         
and presence, stressing the role of the BDS campaign in resisting           
occupation’s policies. 
Meanwhile, all Palestinians participating and representing their       
regions delivered a clear message about the effects of Israeli          
policies on Palestinian people in all regions. 
Head of Lilac center Naji Odeh concluded the evening gathering by           
expressing appreciation to all organizations and associations that        



participated in the unprecedented Skype session that aimed to         
share images from all regions affected by Israeli occupation,         
marking the beginning of ‘apartheid week’ that will include many          
other activities to uncover Israeli crimes. 
The Alrowwad theatrical crew performed ‘The School’s Chaie’ play         
in the Lutheran school in Beit Sahur. 
 

*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Alrowwad hosts activities of Hakaiya 
festival 
Alrowwad society hosted, on March, 21, 2017, activities for the          
Hakaiya festival for the land and water organized by Siraj library           
for children to encourage children to go to libraries. 
The festival included several activities, such as telling of the story           
‘The First Flower That Grew on Earth’ , discussion about the           
importance of water, and a singing and painting session with the           
participation of children from Baraem al-Mustaqbal kindergarten       
and from Aida refugee camp. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Alrowwad Society hosts event 
organized by Social Media Bus 
Alrowwad hosted more than 30 journalists and social media         
activists in an event organized by Social Media Bus in the           
Alrowwad headquarter in Aida refugee camp. 
The event was part of the fifth tour of Social Media Bus in less              
than six months. The tours aim to document the geographic          
nature of different Palestinian sites and the history of Palestine          
especially in marginalized areas by using filming, photography and         
writing, in an attempt to urge officials to make a change. 
The Social Media Bus, including several influential journalists and         
social media activists escorted by a number of Palestinian artists          
such as Fidaa Ataia and Miral Ayyad, set off from Ramallah           
towards Aida refugee camp where it made its first stop in           
Alrowwad Society. 
General Director of Alrowwad Abed al-Fatah Abu Srour welcomed         
the Social Media Bus and all participants, and confirmed that          
Alrowwad will continue supporting Palestinian talent and provide a         
suitable atmosphere for this talent to grow and deliver its          
messages through art and creativity. 
During the event, Social Media Bus activists attempted to shed          



light on social media issues and spread awareness among children          
on how to use social media properly. 
The event included a comedy show, storytelling, and a Dabka          
performance carried out by Alrowwad Dabka crew. The bus’         
activists ended the event by distributing presents to children and          
participants. 
 
 
 
 

*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Workshop on domestic pollution and 
its effects on the environment 
The woman unit in alRowwad conducted on March 26 a workshop           
tackling domestic pollution and its effects on the environment with          
the participation of women from Aida camp. 
The head of the environmental awareness unit in environment         
authority Nima Kanaan presented on the environmental problems        
that Palestine is suffering, especially amid Israeli occupation and         
continuous violations against the environment. 
Kanaan explained the effects of the increased usage of domestic          
pollutants such as chemical cleaners, plastic bags, and medical         
trash on the environment and on the people’s health by displaying           
videos that expressed these issues. 
At the end of the workshop, brochures containing information to          
spread awareness of the environment were distributed. 

 



 

Apartheid week events end in Aida 
refugee camp 
On March 28 the International Network for Palestinian Refugees concluded          
the series of events titled ‘Apartheid Week’. Over 50 children participated in            
the week’s events. 

The closing event included a show of Aida camp’s scouts that was set off from               
the ‘key of return’ in Aida camp and headed to the apartheid wall adjacent to               
the camp where a sit-in was organized to express anger and rejection of the              
Israeli apartheid regime and its continuous violations against Palestinian         
people. 

Children also participated in an al-Rowwad workshop that aimed to raise           
awareness of Israeli apartheid by displaying a documentary about the          
construction of the apartheid wall in Yabad village west of Jenin, in the             
northern part of the West Bank. 

  

A photography exhibit has been opened for three days, and includes           
photographs taken by Palestinian youth that capture Israeli violations and          
apartheid policies. 

 

 



 

Alrowwad participate in the fifth 
international Palestine Marathon 

The Alrowwad crew, led by general director Abed al-Fatah Abu          
Srour, participated in the fifth International Palestine Marathon        
launched from Manger Square in Bethlehem on March 31 at 8 am.            
Participation included that of 6000 local and foreign runners from          
47 different countries. 
The marathon included races of different distances such as the 10           
km marathon, 42 km, 21 km, and the newly added 3 km marathon             
for families. 
 
 
 
 



 

Alrowwad Society hosts closing 
ceremony for SOS youths’ project 

Alrowwad Society hosted the closing ceremony for the SOS youths’          
project with the presence of the SOS youth and volunteers along with a             
US consulate representative.  
Alrowwad general director Abed al-Fatah Abu Srour started the         
ceremony by welcoming the participants, stressing the strength of the          
partnership between SOS and Alrowwad. Abu Srour called for reinforcing          
this relationship by continuous collaboration. Alrowwad has organized a         
6 month-course for Dabka and music that trained 11 children and youths            
from SOS. 

 
 
 



 
Alrowwad holds second festival in 
solidarity with Palestinian prisoners on 
open-ended hunger strike. 
Alrowwad Society organized on April 17 the second Festival in the Russian 
Cultural Center in Bethlehem city to commemorate Palestinian Prisoners’ Day, 
amid the first day of the hunger strike launched by Palestinian prisoners in 
Israeli jails. 

Many National Forces representatives, former prisoners, and families of 
martyrs and Palestinian prisoners attended the festival. 

Alrowwad director general Abed al-Fatah Abu Srour started the event by 
welcoming the attendance and continued his speech by stressing the 
necessity of supporting Palestinian prisoners on hunger strike in Israeli jails. 

‘This festival is organized as an act of loyalty to Palestinian prisoners held in 
Israeli jails who face suffering and torture and who have declared a hunger 
strike in line with the occasion of Palestinian Prisoners’’ Day’. 

Abu Srour stressed the necessity of supporting Palestinian prisoners amid 
their hunger strike aiming to gain the simplest human rights and dignities. 

Azhar Abu Srour, the head of the Alrowwad administrative committee, said 
that the Palestinian Prisoners’ Day is commemorated this year in the midst of 
the heroic battles that Palestinian prisoners are facing in occupation jail. 

She said that the Palestinian prisoners’ hunger strike is a clear representation 
of the prisoner movement’s rejection to the occupation’s terrorism and 



punitive policies that violates international laws and human rights. 

She said that the prisoners’ cause will always stay the top priority to 
Palestinian people until all prisoners are released, confirming that Palestinian 
people are loyal to the sacrifices made by Palestinian prisoners and martyrs 
including those who are still held in Israeli refrigerators and cemeteries of 
Numbers. 

‘Palestinian Prisoners’ Day will always be a symbol of struggle for the freedom 
of Palestinian prisoners held in Israeli prisons as it is a national occasion and 
serves to unify all efforts and energies in support of our prisoners in the face 
of the Israeli racist and terrorist jailer’, she added. 

The spokesperson of the Palestinian Committee of Prisoners Affairs Hasan 
Abed Rabbu described the Palestinian Prisoners day amid the launched 
hunger strike as a turning point in the history of the prisoner movement, as a 
spark that will lead to the unity of Palestinian national movements. 

Abed Rabbu added that Palestinian people are the only protectors of the 
prisoners’ cause, which is a permanent concern for Palestinian people. 

‘We will never allow for the prisoners’ cause to be marginalized or submissive 
to Israeli blackmail attempts because it is the cause of every Palestinian 
family and home’, Abed Rabbu said. 

He concluded his speech by demanding more support for Palestinian prisoners 
and their families amid the the hunger strike. 

Muhammad Eliyan, father of martyr Bahaa Eliyan, said that Israeli policy in 
holding bodies of Palestinian martyrs in Israeli refrigerators is a violation of all 
values and international laws, confirming the family’s right to give proper 
burials to their sons killed by Israeli forces. 

At the end of the festival, Alrowwad Society honored the former prisoners and 
families of Palestinian prisoners from Bethlehem governorate and presented 
national art performances by young Palestinian artist Waed al-Azzeh and a 
Dabkha show. 

 



 
Alrowwad participates in launching the 
Palestinian villages’ Football league 
The Football league of Palestinian villages was launched in al-Dawha city 
football field on April 20 with the participation of 12 football teams that 
represented different Palestinian villages evacuated and demolished by Israeli 
occupational forces in 1948. 

The league was launched with the presence of Alrowwad executive manager 
Ribal al-Kurdi, al-Dawha municipality head Khalid Sahah, referee Jumaa Ewis 
and representatives of the 12 teams where a moment of silence was 
dedicated in solidarity with Palestinian prisoners amid their launched hunger 
strike. 

The launching day included six short matches, while other matches will 
continue on Saturday and Friday. 

The league was launched as a reminder of the names of Palestinian villages 
demolished by Israeli occupational forces during the  Nakba in 1948 and to 
encourage the Palestinian youths to maintain a competitive spirit amid the 
difficult political and economical situations. 

 



 
Alrowwad conducts closing ceremony 
of ‘My Freedom’ exhibit for pictures 
Alrowwad society conducted on April 21 the closing event of the           
‘My Freedom’ exhibit for pictures that was held in the Russian           
Cultural Center for four days as part of the second festival           
organized in solidarity with hunger striking Palestinian prisoners in         
Israeli jails. 
The exhibit was visited by large numbers of Palestinians from          
different villages and governorates who expressed their admiration        
in the exhibit which presented pictures that captured different         
sides of Palestinian life. The pictures presented in the exhibit were           
taken by more than 10 Palestinian youths who participated in the           
Alrowwad photography course. 
The exhibit tackled expressive humanitarian cases that highlight        
Palestinian heritage and the daily life of Palestinian youth in          
refugee camps. 
Alrowwad photographer Murad Abu srour said that the aim of the           
exhibit is to bring the positive energies of youth to life and to             
prove that Palestinian art can accomplish its aims and reach the           
whole world through the camera lens. 
Alrowwad director general Abed al-Fatah Abu srour confirmed the         



necessity of organizing such exhibits to deliver messages to the          
world that reflect that Palestinian suffering due to Israeli practices. 
He also considered the exhibit as part of events and activities that            
express Palestinian determination in the face of Israeli aggression. 
 

*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-* 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


